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Coach Says
Materials Needed

Area: 20 x 20 yds

b Ball per player
b Cones

Coach Says Dribbling, turns

Description:
'Coach Says' is an adaptation of the popular game ‘Simon Says’.  Players perform dribbling and
turning skills whilst playing a fun activity.

Coaching Points
b Encourage players to move into space
b Listen carefully to what is said

b Quick response to instruction

Progressions:
Coach provides players with instructions, but the players only react to commands preceeded by
‘Coach says’. For example, if “Coach says dribble the ball” – players dribble the ball, but if the coach
instructs “dribble the ball” the players should continue with the activity they were performing before
the instruction.    This is a really good activity to coach and improve technique - dribbling, turning and
ball mastery.  Each time you play add a different movement, turn and mastery skill.  For example: 
Movement sequence: 1) Dribble with laces - slow down and push the ball lightly with the laces (left,
right and both) 2) Boxes – push the ball from side-to-side, right to the left foot and back again, 3) Toe
taps – hopping from one foot to the other touching the top of the ball with the opposite foot each
time.  Ball stays does not move. 4) Sole drag back – hopping between feet, move backwards
dragging the ball back alternating between the sole of the shoes, 5)  Sole push – push the ball
forward with the sole of the shoes. 6)  Laterals – move to the left by dragging the right foot over the
top of the ball (rolling the foot over the top of the ball).  Move right with the left foot.  Turns: It is
anticipated players at the end of this stage of development will be able to perform the following turns
1) Inside of the foot, 2) Outside of the foot, 3) Drag back, 4) Step over, and 5) Back heel. Add
others!  This is also an excellent opportunity to bring in fundamental movements such as running,
skipping, galloping, balancing, dodging etc.
 


